Installation Instructions

Revelation Shield by Draper
Caution
➀ Read instructions completely before proceeding.
➁ Follow instructions carefully. Installation contrary to instructions
invalidates warranty.
➂ Keep body parts out of the Revelation door opening while power is
connected to the Revelation. Serious injury could occur if door closes.
➃ Make sure power is disconnected BEFORE beginning installation. Do
not make adjustments while power is connected.
➄ Take great care when handling glass shield. If cleaning is necessary,
do so very lightly with glass cleaner and a soft, lint free cloth.
➅ Use caution when working near first surface mirror. Do not allow glass
shield to come in contact with first surface mirror.
➆ Make sure glass shield is up before before operating Revelation.
Tools required: 1 small Philips screwriver; 11/16" hex key; 13/32" hex key.

➆ Install hinge plate to hinged end of door trim using three 4-40 button head
cap screws provided.
➇ With the glass on top, slide shield into place, allowing lifting arms to slide
between slots in shield (see Fig. 3).

➀ Unpack and inspect the Revelation Glass Shield for damage (see Fig. 1).
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➁ Remove brackets at each end of the slots by loosening screws and sliding
bracket off. Leave screws attached to make it easier to reattach brackets.
➂ Open the Revelation door.
➃ Disconnect power to the Revelation.
Caution: You should not allow any body parts to enter the Revelation door
opening while power is connected to the Revelation. Serious injury could
occur if the door were to subsequently close.
➄ Remove three 4-40 Philips flat head screws in door trim frame at both the
hinged and opened ends of Revelation door (see Fig. 2).

➈ Reattach brackets by placing them over the screws and sliding them toward
you. Do not tighten screws to brackets at this time.
➉ Slide shield into place by holding shield flat against bottom of main pan of
the Revelation, so that latches are engaged into holes in the latch plate,
and holes in hinge of the shield are aligned with holes in hinge plate. Attach
shield to hinge plate using two 8-32 screws provided (see Fig. 4).
Please Note: Be sure that hinge plate is adjusted so that insulating foam
fits snugly against bottom of main pan of Revelation.
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Figure 4
Tighten four screws in the brackets.
Using the latches, open and close the shield several times to ensure proper
assembly of the shield.
13 Reattach power to the Revelation.
Caution: If any adjustments to the shield or door of the Revelation need to
be made at any time, power should be disconnected before adjustments are
made.
14 With shield in the up position, cycle the door of the Revelation a few times
while checking for any interference. If interference does occur, please refer
to step 11 before attempting to clear the interference.
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Figure 2
➅ Install latch plate to opened end of door trim using three 4-40 button head
cap screws provided.
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